
Boehringer Ingelheim Danmark A/S
We hired Techdio ApS to assist with our Microsoft CRM migration project. The

team has been excellent helping us understand the whole process and what was
needed from our side. Once everything was agreed, Techdio migrated our whole
system 1:1 in just 8 days. The migration process was straight forward without any

complications.

We went from old on-premise CRM system to a brand-new Online system.
Everything was migrated and even quick guides were created for users. Techdio

are a highly skilled team, they have strong technical expertise and understand the
business. I would definitely recommend them.

Mogens Jakobsen, Business Excellence Manager Nordics, Boehringer Ingelheim
Danmark A/S



ASSA ABLOY
Techdio offers a fixed price Migration service which helps customers Migrate all their data and customizations to
the Cloud. In Martin Krohn words: “The Migration service offered from Techdio was spot on and was easy to say

yes to” Looking isolated to the migration process, data (Delta 1) and the customization was migrated within 4
weeks (Database size appx 50GB).

“The engaged team managed the task in satisfying way. We had some minor issues with updating Outlook Clients
which was solved quickly (and essentially not part of the offered Migr8 service). Reflecting back, If you are using

Microsoft CRM OnPremise and you want to Migrate to CRM Online in an effortless way, I can hereby give my best
recommendations for the work team Techdio completed in relation to our Migration project.

Martin Krohn, Manager Architect Division, ASSA ABLOY.



3 Denmark
3 Denmark is an innovative telecomuunication and internet service provider,

operating under the global Hi3G brand, always first to introduce new services to
their customers.

When 3 started to use Microsoft CRM, they only had the onPremise deployment
option. Today however, since Microsoft shift towards Online first policy, Cloud is a

much more common and popular deploytment choice, with unmatched
advantages over OnPremise deployment.

“The fixed price Migr8 service meant that we had very low risk and no excuses to
further delay migration. When we discovered that their service included migration

of all data (Delta 1 + Delta 2) as well as all customization, it was very easy to say
yes thanks. ” Techdio managed the task in a very satisfactory way. It did not take
long to migrate all data and customization, and today we are very pleased with

their efforts. We had great communication throughout the process, which led to a
successful migration project. If you are in the same situation and considering or

planning to switch to CRM online, you can safely trust Migr8 from Techdio ”.

Philip Jørgensen, Business Data Manager at 3


